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It is time to get out the binoculars and come join the fun. Descriptions and the 
registration form is included in this issue for your convenience. Pick a tour, 
seminar, dining experience and make a day of it. Meet people from across the 
United States and make new friends.
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Gyrfalcon

   Hopefully some of you had a chance to read my 
contribution last month to the column.   I had an 
opportunity to see the rare and dazzling varied 
thrush, a close cousin to our familiar American 
Robin.  The varied thrush was found near Williston 
and remained for a couple weeks allowing others to 
take in experience for themselves.     I got so caught
up in my story; I didn’t finish telling of the 
experience!
   There are times I chase some rare birds because it 
is an opportunity to meet up with other birding folks
around the state who I don’t see very often, and 
may have the chance to see some other species in 
other parts of the state.    
   On this particular day, the three of us were 
traveling back east to Minot when I received a text 
from the Williston birder Adrian.   He had located a 
rare falcon we simply must see.   I had pulled over 
to communicate the location, check the map and 
redirect to an area south of Ray.
   The bird in question you ask?   It was none other 
than a gyrfalcon.    This particular species is quite 
rare, residing on wide open tundra above the Arctic 
Circle.   The pheasant sized bird nests on cliff faces,
and hunts from a low perch, using the contour of the
ground to fly very swiftly to surprise and run down 
prey they spot from afar.   Its preference of prey 
includes ptarmigan, pheasants, and other smaller 
birds.  
   These birds come in three different color phases.   
A very striking white phase can be found in 
Greenland, and a dark brown phase can be found in 
Labrador while the gray phase birds are fairly 
widespread.   The adult gray phase birds sport a 
very attractive steel gray plumage from head to tail, 
with a lighter white breast with very fine streaking.
   As I was dreaming about the gyrfalcon we were 
giving chase to, one of my passengers got an 
update.  The bird had departed and was heading 
north northeast.   Trying to follow up on one of 
these birds is like finding a needle in a haystack, but
I had to give it a try as it had been years since I 
have set my scope on anything like it.
   I made a turn to the east on the nearest gravel road
appearing to be navigable, and watching poles and 
rock piles closely as I continued on.   Suddenly 
there it was, a large bird perched on a utility pole, 
with  the characteristic falcon heart-shape.   Falcons

are characterized by very broad shoulders, with 
quite long wings and tails coming to a point when it
perches.  The long pointed wings aid in swift flight, 
and the long tail for maneuverability.  
By some miracle, the bird had traveled 3 miles 
northeast from the previous location, and chose to 
land on a pole in our path.  Thank goodness for that!
After several minutes, it flew over the hill where we
again located the bird on a fencepost.  It soon 
flushed again skimming the ground a mile west as 
we watched it carefully.  At one point it made some 
about turns and several passes on a brushy area 
before moving on east.   
I maneuvered the car east a mile and again located 
the bird perched on a high transmission line where 
many photos were obtained by all.    After an 
extended period of time, the flashy falcon dropped 
toward the ground and skimmed over the hill top 
never to be seen again.
The splendor of spring is finally upon us with soon 
vast fields of cranes, lakes full of waterfowl, and 
singing western meadowlarks.   Hopefully you have
a chance to enjoy the spectacle. 

Corey Ellingson
President, Bismarck-Mandan Bird Club

Photo Courtesy of Corey Ellingson
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Potholes & Prairie Birding Festival
Festival Events

Wednesday, June 14, 2017
5 – 8 pm: Registration & Social – Chieftain Conference Center: Tepee Room

7pm: Seminar – Dave Lambeth: Overview of Central North Dakota Birds & Habitats  (Tepee Room)

Thursday, June 15, 2017
5am   –   2pm Guided Bus Tour: Birds of the Drift Prairie                         
Guided by Corey Ellingson, Adrian Azar, Stacy Whipp 
6am   –   2pm Guided Bus Tour:  Arrowwood National Wildlife Refuge
Guided by Keith Corliss, Jesse Kolar, Paul Halko

5am   –   2pm Specialty Tour: ND Specialties
Guided by Bob Anderson
4 – 5pm: Seminar: Keith Corliss: Sparrow School: Classroom Edition (Tepee Room)
5:30 – 7pm   Dining/Birding the Gardens – Pipestem Creek, 7060 Hwy 9 SE, Carrington

Friday, June 16, 2017
5am – 2pm     – Guided Bus Tour to Chase Lake NWR
Guided by:  Bob Anderson, Adrian Azar, Jesse Kolar, Stacy Whipp
5am – 2pm   –   Guided Bus Tour:     Horsehead Lake & Kidder Co 
Guided by Ron Martin, Corey Ellingson
6am – 2pm   –     Specialty Tour  :     Sparrow School – LBBs
Guided by Keith Corliss, Erik Bruhnke
4-5pm: Seminar:  Bob Anderson:  Better Birding: Using eBird and BirdsEye (Tepee Room)
5:30 – 7pm – Dining – Putnam House, 533 Main St, Carrington

Saturday, June 17, 2017
5am – 2pm – GUIDED BUS TOUR: Horsehead Lake & Kidder County
Guided by Ron Martin, Adrian Azar, Corey Ellingson, Stacy Whipp
5am – 2pm   –   GUIDED BUS TOUR: Sully's Hill NWR
Guided byKeith Corliss, Jesse Kolar, Erik Bruhnke, Paul Halko
6am     – 2pm   –   SPECIALTY TOUR:    ND Specialties
Guided by Bob Anderson
4-5pm: Seminar:  Erik Bruhnke:  Prairie Editions                         (Tepee Room)
7pm – An Evening with . . .   Al Batt (Tepee Room)

Sunday, June 18, 2017
5am   –   2pm Specialty Tour: ND Specialties    Guided by Jesse Kolar
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Seminar Descriptions

Wednesday, June 14
Title: "Specialties of Central North Dakota."   Dave Lambeth (7pm Tepee Room)
For 40 years Dave Lambeth has traveled all over North Dakota observing and photographing birds. He is a
past Regional Editor of Northern Great Plains for North American Birds. Dave enjoys participating in Big 
Days and night birding. He is a retired professor of biochemistry at the University of North Dakota, Grand 
Forks, and founder of the Grand Cities Bird Club. Dave says his favorite bird often is the last bird he has 
seen! But if he had to choose one, the species he finds most intriguing is the Yellow Rail. 

Thursday, June 15  
Title: Sparrow School: Classroom edition  Keith Corliss (4pm – 5pm Tepee Room)
We will take a close look at the suite of prairie sparrows that represents the source of frustration for many. 
Learn to differentiate by sight, sound, habitat, and behavior the species such as Le Conte's Sparrow, 
Nelson's Sparrow, Grasshopper Sparrow, Henslow's Sparrow, Clay-colored Sparrow, Savannah Sparrow, 
and Vesper Sparrow.

Friday, June 16
Title:  Better Birding using BirdsEye and eBird  Bob Anderson (4pm-5pm Tepee Room)
  BirdsEye is a unique and powerful tool that helps you discover the birds around you and it can be 
connected with your eBird account.   Come learn how you can be more successful target birding using 
these tools. 

Saturday, June 17
Title:  Raptor 101 – Prairie Editions  Erik Brunke (4pm-5pm Tepee Room)
  Have you ever wondered what that speck of a hawk is, way out on   the distant horizon or circling right 
over your head? Do you ponder   which birds of prey visit your backyard? Would you like to fine tune 
your hawk-watching skills and learn more about these exciting   birds found here both year-round and in 
migration? If so, this is the talk for you! Birds of prey are consistently one of the most difficult  varieties of
birds to identify. Come join Erik Bruhnke as he shares field-learned techniques for identifying raptors both
up close and at a distance. From his raptor jokes and catchy identification anecdotes, to his wide range of 
impressive raptor photographs, Erik’s raptor identification workshop is sure to captivate and educate 
audiences of all skill levels! 

Saturday, June 17
Title: An Evening with ... Al Batt (7:00pm – Tepee Room)

Al Batt is a delightful humorist, storyteller, and birding enthusiast from Hartland, Minnesota. Al 
will appeal to everyone – avid birder or novice. His stories will tickle your funny bone. He has a “down-
home” style that will bring back memories of your childhood and those wonderful times gone by.

Al Batt was born and raised on a farm near Hartland, where he lives with his wife Gail. He writes 
four weekly humor and nature columns for many newspapers, and has a regular radio show about nature 
on a number of radio stations. He writes several popular cartoon strips that are syndicated nationally and 
has written jokes for a former President of the United States. He has written for a number of magazines 
and books, including the Chicken Soup For the Soul series. He is also a contributing author of the book 
Minnesota Bird Watching.
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Naturally by Al Batt 

  I didn’t need an early wake-up call, but I got one anyway. 
 A flicker declared his territory by drumming on an unused 
 TV antenna tower attached to the house. The flicker’s 
Purple Finch  energetic percussive instrument, which he
hammered at about 25 times per second, sent reverberations
throughout the house. Northern flickers eat mainly insects,
especially ants and beetles that they find on the ground.
  I’m glad I got the alarm. It allowed me to hear a brown
thrasher. It’s one of my favorite birds. Brown thrashers are (photo courtesy Al Batt)     
 mimics with extremely varied repertoires. Brown thrashers believe that some things bear repeating. Men 
share that belief. The male sings a loud, long series of doubled phrases with no definite beginning or end, 
typically singing phrases twice. Some people describe his song as this mnemonic, "Plant a seed, plant a 
seed, bury it, bury it, cover it up, cover it up, let it grow, let it grow, pull it up, pull it up, eat it, eat it."  I 
watched a fox squirrel tightrope-walk on a utility wire. It’s an amazing feat that is amazing to see. It was a 
one-squirrel circus.
  Ruby-crowned kinglets and yellow-rumped warblers gleaned the trees for food. Purple finches delighted 
me with their beauty. Like the juncos, they’d be booking flights out of here soon.
  Chickadees entertained with their antics. The average lifespan of a chickadee in the wild is 2.5 years. 
Keeping their tiny half-ounce body working requires a lot of fuel. From sunrise to sunset, the chickadee 
spends most of its time feeding. During the summer, it eats 70 percent insects and 30 percent seeds.

When squirrels attack 
  Alderman Howard Brookins Jr., who represents
Chicago's 21st Ward, was biking on a trail when a
squirrel jumped in front of him, got caught in the
spokes of his bicycle and sent Brookins flying over
the handlebars. Brookins was hospitalized for four
days after suffering a fractured skull, a broken nose
and the loss of several teeth. The squirrel perished.
The incident seemed more than coincidental - coming
just a month after Brookins had raged against the
city's aggressive squirrels during a city council
meeting, lambasting them for eating their way through
Chicago's trash cans.
  "I can think of no other reason for this squirrel's
actions than that it was like a suicide bomber, getting
revenge," Brookins told the Chicago Tribune.  Al Batt
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Birding Drives Dakota continues its mission:
To Promote Economic Development in North 
Dakota Through Nature-based Tourism Focused
on Birding!

Nature by the yard by Al Batt
  I cranked open a window of the house and inhaled the joy of the day.
  Chorus frogs called, sounding like thumbnails being run down the teeth of a comb. Chickadees 
made their "chick-a-dee-dee" calls. Research has found that the number of "dee-dee-dees" that 
a chickadee gives is an indication of its level of concern in response to a perceived threat. A few 
"dees" and the bird is not overly concerned. A longer string of "dees" is an alarm for other 
species that a predator is near.
  The day was as soft as sunshine when an eastern phoebe returned to my yard during the first 
week of April. As it perched on a tree branch, ready to hawk insects, it wagged its tail.
  As the phoebe demonstrated the amazing art of flycatching, robins, down-to-earth birds, looked 
for worms. They may look like they are listening, but they are watching for worms. It wasn’t just 
the early birds who were hunting. The late birds searched for food, too.
  A kestrel perched on a utility wire near the road. Kestrels eat mostly large insects, but eat a lot 
of mice and voles, too. American kestrel populations in the U.S. have dropped by nearly half over
the last 45 years.
  In "White Room" by Cream, the lyrics say, "In the white room with black curtains near the 

  station. Black roof country, no gold pavements, tired starings. 
  Silver horses ran down moonbeams in your dark eyes. Dawn 
  light smiles on you leaving, my contentment."  Starlings flew 
  in and mounted an attack upon the suet. The suet 
  disappeared quickly under the assault of the beaks of 
  starlings, starlings far more ravenous than tired.
    If you want to see the world, look out a window.
 (Photo courtesy of Al Batt – molting American Finch)

We are very excited about our "Friends of the Refuge" designation and all the potential it has for BDD
and Arrowwood Refuge. 

We are looking for new members and fresh ideas. If you are a nature lover, birder, or
simply an individual interested in tourism or conservation, now is a great time to join 
our board or become a supporter and make a difference. If you are interested, please 
call 701-652-2524, 701-650-9002, or email  info@birdingdrives.com               

Jeff Galt, D.C.,  President
Birding Drives Dakota

Board of Directors
Jeff Galt, D.C., President - Carrington
Laurie Dietz, Secretary/Treasurer – Carrington
Frank Klein, Director, Carrington
Searle Swedlund, Director – Jamestown
Denise Schuchard, Director - Carrington

mailto:info@birdingdrives.com

